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We end yet another year of our stewardship of your town affairs, and we
wish to apprise you of things done and things yet to do. Quite importantly, we
have ended the year with a surplus - tiny, but a surplus nevertheless.
The Town of Stoddard is unique in this area in that its 500 plus residents
quintuple in summer, and it is the largest town in this area in square miles,
both of which facts present problems.
We cannot laud our town officials enough, both paid and unpaid. We have
one of the best trained and equipped Fire Departments in the area. Our town
Police Officers are all state certified, as required by law.
Very special bouquets to Betty Weaver and her cemetery committee. The
cemeteries have never looked better.
After months of negotiations, the Town has purchased new cemetery land,
which is adjacent to the old cemetery on Center Pond road. Clearing, cutting
and grooming the site should be completed by spring, with cemetery lots
available shortly thereafter.
Present Selectmen have spent considerable time assessing property. The
time spent was fruitful, as many additions and alterations to property were
discovered by our efforts, as many people continue to build and add on
without notifying the Selectmen. This is one more reason why we need zoning
with building permits.
Being asked to accept remote roads continues to be an expensive problem
for the town, with much litigation pending. We hope to see many of these
matters resolved in 1984.
The Animal Control officers have done a super job. They have spent many
hours in the field on animal abuse and registering dogs. They have nearly
100% registration on the dogs, and animal abuse calls appear to be going
down.
The town's decision to go to private contracting for maintenance of our
roads seems to have been the right choice. The condition of the roads now is
considerably better than it was previously, and although there are several
roads that need gravel, culverts,and extensive brush cutting, in 1984 we hope
to continue to make progress.
The hail storm which came through town extensively damaged our town
barn roof. Our insurance companies have reimbursed us for a new roof,
which will be put on in early spring.
Solid waste disposal has become probably the single biggest problem for
municipalities in New Hampshire, affecting pure water supplies and health.
By recently enacted state law, all towns and cities in New Hampshire must
join a solid waste program by October, 1983. Stoddard belongs and pays dues
to the South Western New Hampshire Solid Waste District, along with the
twenty-one other towns in Cheshire County and the City of Keene. The
dump committee that was formed to consider alternative sites has reported
back to the selectmen.
The selectmen strongly feel that, in light of projected solid waste programs,
that it would be inconsistent to fix up a new site for solid waste and that we
follow the state's suggestion and clean up our present site at a minimal cost to
the Town, and wait out the decisions of the State and other towns and cities in
our area.
All three selectmen attended the hearings on the school budget and found
no places to cut even a few dollars from the budget. The school board
members are to be commended for the fine job they are doing. Again, the
escalating costs of education, even in a small town like Stoddard, means a
rising tax rate.
As more people make complaints and question property lines and
ownership, the more we urgently need proper property maps. For this, we are
asking for money in an article in the warrant, and release of $ 15,000 in Capital
Reserve Funds, requiring another article in the warrant.
We are still shooting for a revaluation in 1985, but we must have new maps,
without which no one will accept responsibility for revaluation.
The Planning Board and Selectmen were disappointed that zoning was
voted down. The only reason for its failure must be that the regulations,
which are long and boring to read, were ignored, or voters did not take the
time or interest to absorb the actual content of the regulations.
There were no restrictions on where you can build.
There were no restrictions on what you build.
There were no restrictions on what size.
There were no restrictions on materials.
There were no restrictions on signs or fences.
Plain and simply, it estabishes building lot sizes and building permits
before building takes place, the latter to give your selectmen a handle on
assessing new construction. This ensures that all of us pay our share of taxes,
and it maintains orderly growth in the town.
We recognize that many residents, long time or short time, fear zoning
because they feel they will be restricted on putting up a chicken shed or tool
shed or garage, back porch, etc. This is simply not true, and those who spread
such beliefs and rumors are doing a disservice to all the others in town.
Experience has shown, all over the State of New Hampshire, that if no
specs are placed on the size of lots and septic systems, the Town grows
irregularly and badly.
it is understandable that many long-time residents have an antipathy
towards government control of their property, but in the final analysis, they
are the lawmakers, and can, at any town meeting, vote to eliminate any
repressive policies. We hope this clears up any misunderstanding. Please ask
Selectmen and Planning Board members about any reservations and
questions you may have. After all, you elected us to do a job!
Selectmen appointed a new Health Officer, Brad Pratt, who has been doing
long-overdue testing on Highland Lake, Granite Lake, and Center Pond. We
consider this to be an important task, as we are all aware our lakes are a major
resource for Stoddard.
Other than expensive litigation, involving our roads, the Selectmen have
enjoyed a normal - even smooth year. We extend our sincere thanks to all









The polls will open from 1:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Stoddard in the County of Cheshire in
said State, quahfied to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard on
Tuesday, the Thirteenth of March next, at one of the clock in the afternoon,
to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard on
Tuesday, the Twentieth day of March next at 7:00 of the clock in the evening
to act upon the following Articles 2 through 29.
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $54,460.00
to defray Town Charges for the ensuing year.
3. To see if the Town will authorize to change the terms of the offices of Tax
Collector (RSA 41 -2a) and Treasurer (RSA 4 1-26a) from a one year to a three
year term.
4. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to promulgate rules and
regulations concerning Town Landings.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $75 15.00 for
the maintenance of the Police Department for the ensuing year.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1050.00 for
the purchase of a #357 Magnum handgun for $250.00, a pager for $300.00 and
a radio for $500.00 for the Police Department.
7. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to sell the existing police
radio to the Fire Dept. with the proceeds to be applied to the purchase of a
new police radio.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1500.00 for
charges created by juvenile court cases.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $9500.00 for
the maintenance of the Fire and Rescue Departments for the ensuing year.
10. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $4000.00 for a
Rescue Van and authorize the withdrawal of this amount from the Capital
Reserve Fund.
11. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the withdrawal of an amount up
to $2000.00 from the Revenue Sharing Fund to apply to the purchase of a
Rescue Van.
12. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Fire and Rescue Department
to sell the old Rescue Van to the highest bidder-the proceeds thereof to be
applied to the purchase of a new Ruscue Van.
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13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000.00
for the maintenance of Highways and Bridges and to authorize the balance of
$6500.00 needed to be withdrawn from the Highway Block Grant Fund.
14. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $549 1.60 for special
road projects and to use the balance of the 1 983 TRA funds for this purpose.
15. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $5000.00 to seal-
coat School Hill Road and to authorize the withdrawal of that amount from
the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 000.00
to donate to the Marlow Ambulance.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $357. 75 as
it's share for the support of the Monadnock Family and Mental Health
Service.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $19000.00
for the maintenance of the Trash Transfer Station for the ensuing year.
20. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of $6 1 00.00 to fence in
and develop the Solid Waste Transfer Station, known as the Town Barn, and
to authorize the withdrawal of the amount required from the Federal
Revenue Sharing Fund.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2000.00
for the maintenance of the Public Library.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50. 00 for
the support of the Monadnock Region Association, or take any other action
relating thereto.
23. To see if the Town will adopt the provisions of RSA 72-43F for the
adjusted elderly exemptions for qualified taxpayers. By Ballot.
24. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and Treasurer to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 10,000.00
for new Tax Maps as required by the State of New Hampshire to accomplish a
complete revaluation, and to authorize the withdrawal of $15,000.00 from
Capital Reserve Funds to defray the remainder of the expense for this
purpose.
26. To see if the Town of Stoddard shall call upon the Governor and
Executive Council, its State Representative and State Senator to promptly
convene a Special Session of the Legislature for the sole purpose of
preventing the imposition of huge cost increases in electric rates resulting
from the Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant on the citizens, businesses, schools
and agencies in the Town of Stoddard, and to direct the Selectmen to
promptly notify our above listed elected officials of the Town's desire. BY
PETITION.
9-
27. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply for and accept
gifts and or Federal or State Aid in the name of the Town of Stoddard, for
the protection of Rye Pond in Stoddard, and grant the Selectmen power to
expend such funds for the said purpose of the protection of Rye Pond in
Stoddard.
28. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to relinquish any rights,
interest or title of the Town to the property known as the "Fire Hole"at Mt.
Stoddard Road and Rte. 123 presently owned by Dr. George Cahill.









SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1983
Description
Town Hall, Land & Buildings
Furniture & Equipment
Library. Land & Building
Furniture & Equipment
Police Dept. Equipment
Fire Dept., Land & Building
Equipment
Tools & Supplies
Highway Dept., Land & Building
Equipment
School, Land Bldgs. & Equipment













































Total Valuation Before Exemptions Allowed
Total Exemptions Allowed



















For the Calendar Year Ended December 31, 1983





Total Capital Reserve Funds
Due from State





















REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
Year 1983
Year End Report of Town Clerk to Town Treasurer
1983
Motor Vehcile Permits Issued $20,955.00
Dog Licenses 663.15
Dog License Penalties 57.00
Clerk Fees Retained -78.50
Total Dog License Income 641.65
Filing Fees 7.00
Total Amount Received from Town Clerk $21,603.65
Year End Report of Tax Collectior to Treasurer
1981
Received from State of NH
June 1983 "NOW" Account #05-09-133841
6/23 Deposit from Money Market $75,000.00
7/5 Withdraw Stoddard School Dist. 59,368.00
7/30 Check Charge 18.60
8/2 Withdraw Stoddard School Dist. 14,000.00
12/31 Interest Earned 322.55
12/31 Transfer to IHNB to Close Acct. 1,935.95
Total Selectmen Orders 75,322.55
12/31 Cash on Hand This Account -0-
12/31 Interest Paid $6,366.65
Interest Earned 5,186.82
(-$1,179.83)
Cash on Hand January 1983 $130,291.50
Total Cash Receipts 1983 IHNB 754,438.21
PSB. 205,186.82





Total Cash on Hand January 1, 1984 $124,101.88
19
Timber Tax Account-Indian Head Natl Bk of Keene, NH-Acct.#01-0523843
































Total Trans, to General Fund (IHNB)
Balance as of December 31, 1983
$4,037.00
$4,574.37
Revenue Sharing Account-Keene Savings Bank, Keene, NH-Acct.#46023









Capital Reserve Account-Peterborough Savings Bank-Acct. #05-21-109053














Motor Vehicle Permits $20,955.00
Dog Licenses (net) 641.65
Filing Fees 10.00
Total
From State of NH
Highway Subsidy 14,350.29
Motor Vehicle Fees 457.22
Business Profits Tax 5,205.32






Income from Depts. 25.00
Check Lists & Town Reports 8.00
Insurance Claims & Adjustments 2,035.03
Cemetery Trust Funds - Lawn Mower 409.95
Keene District Court 26.00




Transfer of Funds 32,744.22
Tax Anticipation Note 200,000.00
Total
Total Receipts










We hereby certify that we have examined the books of the Selectmen, Tax
Collector, Town Clerk, Treasurer and Trustees of the Trust Funds of the
Town of Stoddard, N.H. for the year ending December 31, 1983, and find








Town Officer's Salaries $ 1 1,127.00
Town Officer's Expenses 12,162.73
Election & Registration Expense 623.50





Old Dump Repair $ 600.00
Radio - Police Dept. 1,500.00
Water - Town Hall 684.22
New Cemetery 187.50
Capital Reserve - Fire Dept. 4,000.00
Capital Reserve - Reassessing 15,000.00
Total $21,971.72
Payments to Other Government Divisions
Taxes Paid to County $ 80,568.00
Payments to School District 203,368.00
Total $283,936.00
Total Payments for all Purposes $965,814.65











Charlotte Pratt, Tax Collector































Roger Spenser - Assistance
Telephone - Town Officers
Office Supplies




Assessing School (Eaton & Zelasny)










































HEW Communications - 2-way Radio 508.25
Morey's Uniform Co. -
Shirts, ties, straps, & pins 88.85
Misc. Supplies & Equipment 478.92
Daniel Eaton - Hours & Mileage 3,967.50
Michael Eaton - Hours & Mileage 413.25
Frank Stuckey HI - Hours & Mileage 726.50
Cheshire Hospital - Blood Test (See Receipts) 26.00








Indian Head Bank - Repurchase Agreement $128,769.00
Total $128,769.00
Yield Tax Transfers $3,247.00
Insurance










SW Reg. Planning - Zoning Ordinance 108.99
Homestead Press - Ballots 60.04
Office Supplies 131.25
NH Municipal Assoc. - Law Lectures 109.00
Bradley, Talbot & Burnett - Legal 250.00
Special Town Meeting Expense - Zoning
Supervisor of Checklist - Cynthia Bingham 36.00
Frances Wood 36.00
Barbara Cutting >9.80
Ballot Clerk - Betty Gould 30.15
Kathleen Flemming 30.15
Jeri Canfield 30.15






Land Contractor Co. - Gen. Maintenance $7,657.00
Sink Hole - Center Pond Road 40.00
Culvert - Kings Highway 75.00
Washouts - Richer Road, Juniper Hill
Mt. Stoddard Rd. & Center Pond Road 611.50
Storm Damage - Washouts/Tree Removal 874.50
Repairs - Kings Hwy. & Queen St. 392.00
Washout - Center Pond Landing 50.00
Brush Cutting - Granite Lake 450.00
Repairs - King Street 175.95
Repairs - Meg Cline Road 680.00
Purchase Sand 1500.00
Town of Nelson - work on Bailey Road 1,007.00
H.K. Webster - Calcium Chloride 30 98
Total $13,543.93
Winter
Land Contractors - per contract




Damages & Legal Expenses
Bradley, Talbot & Burnett $6,673.67
Town of Washington - Eng. Serv.
Valley Road 391.50
Total $7,065.17
Advertising & Regional Assoc.
SW Regional Planning $489.00
Total $489.00
Taxes Bought by Town $2,392.77
Discounts, Abatements & Refunds $2,770.91
Unemployment Ins.
NH Municipal Unemployment $106.35
Computer
SW Reg. ping - Resident Taxes
Interest (1982-1983)
Appropriations - per Town Meeting 1983
Old Dump Repair
Radio - Police Dept.
Well Repairs-Town Hall











Transfer of Funds (to General Fund)
Total Payments for all Purposes
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1983
-DR.
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1983
-DR.-
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REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
Dogs Licensed
Males


































*The fee for persons 65 or older shall be $2.00 - RSA 466:4; effective 01-01 -80
Frances Rumrill
REPORT OF THE LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Balance on hand December 31,
TOWN OF STODDARD
TOWN MEETING MARCH 8, 1983
Art. 1. To choose all necessary





Trustee of Trust Funds
Trustee of Public Library
Constable








Town Officers for the ensuing year.
Joan Zelasny
Art, 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$360.00 for T.R.A., so-called. Article carries.
Art. 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$300.00 for the maintenance of public landings for the ensuing year. An
amendment to raise the figure to $ 1 ,500.00 fails on a voice vote. Art. 6 carries.
Art. 7: To see if the Town willvote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$9,090.00 for the maintenance of the Fire and Rescue Departments for the
ensuing year. Article carries.
Art. 8: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to sell the existing
mobile radio used by the Police Dept.. and to purchase a new portable radio
and pocket pager and to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,200.00 for this
purpose. An Amendment to raise this figure to $ 1 ,500.00 was adopted. The
Amendment carries.
Art. 9: To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $5,300.00 for
the maintenance of the Police Department for the ensuing year. Motion
moved to raise sum to $6,500.00. Article carries on a voice vote and show of
hands to raise $6,500.00.
Art. 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$450.00 for the Animal Control Officers for the ensuing year. Article carries.
Art. 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000.00 for street lights for the ensuing year. Article carries.
Art. 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,275.00 for the maintenance of the Public Library for the ensuing year.
Article carries.
Art. 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$18,100.00 for the maintenance of the Solid Waste Transfer Station for the
ensuing year. An Amendment to pass over this article defeated. Article
carries.
Motion to consider Article 18 next carries.
Art. 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,700.00 to fence in and develop the Solid Waste Transfer Station, known as
the Town Barn, and to withdraw this amount from Revenue Sharing Funds
and the balance $3,751.00 to be applied to the resurfacing of Town roads.
Total amount $9,451.00. 1st Amendment:The Selectmen withdraw the
amount of $3,75 1 .00 from Revenue Share Funds for resurfacing Town roads
and appoint a committee of 5 to further investigate a transfer station. 2nd
Amendment: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to withdraw
$5,700.00 from the Revenue Share Funds and with the advice of a committee
of 5 apply that amount to develop a better trash transfer station and to
withdraw $3,751.00 to resurface Town roads. 2nd Amendment passes on a
voice vote. Art. 18 carries as amended.
Art. 14: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to hire a
competent person to update the Town Tax Maps and to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,000.00 for this purpose. Motion to table this article fails.
Article carries.
Art. 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000.00 to be used as a Capital Reserve Fund for the Fire Dept. An
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Amendment to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000.00, $2,000.00 to be
put in a Capital Reserve Fund for the Fire Department and $2,000.00 to be
put in a Capital Reserve Fund for the Rescue Squad was adopted. Art. 15
carries as Amended.
Art. 16: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and the
Treasurer to borrow money in anticipation of taxes. Article carries.
Art. 17: To see if the Town will vote to participate and support a regional
solution to handling solid waste, either bv agreeing to accept a land-fill site in
the Town, providing cover material from that Town, accepting an alternative
operation in the Town, or agreeing to whatever aspect of a regional solid
waste operation appears to be sensible to serve the region so that a good
cooperative regional Solution will be a reality and a commitment until




Acted on between art. 13 & 14
Acted on between art. 2 & 3
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ot
$3,500.00 for a new water well and plumbing for the Town Hall. 1st
Amendmentmade to update the water system. 2nd Amendment: To raise and
appropriate the sum of $500.00 for repair of the Town Hall present water
system at the old school site. 2nd Amendment carries.
Art. 21: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
negotiate a settlement of a petition to quiet title filed in the Cheshire County
Superior Court by William Kelly, Sr. & May M. Kelly concerning land on
Kings Highway variously known as the Potter "Farwell Place", so-called, the
Potter "Tuttle and Horton" land, so-called, and the Baldwin lot, the authority
of the Selectmen to include power to convey the Town's interest in the
premises at a price determined by the Selectmen to be fair and reasonable, or
the negotiate such other settlement of this \ dispute over the title to this land as
the Selectmen in their discretion, shall deem appropriate and in the best
interests of the Town of Stoddard. Article carries.
Art. 22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$50.00 for the support of the Monadnock Region Association, or take any
other action relating thereto. Article 22 was indefinately postponed.
Art. 23: To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $600.00 to
repair erosion at the old Town Dump site. On a voice vote and show of hands
Article 23 carries.
Art. 24: To see if the Town will donate the land on which the old Stoddard
School was located, to the Stoddard Congregational Church. The Town of
Stoddard to retain water rights thereto. Article carries.
Art. 25a: To see if the Town will vote to have the Appraisal Division of the
Department of Revenue Administration conduct a complete revaluation
starting 1985 or thereafter. To establish a Capital Reserve Fund for the
purpose of conducting such a valuation and to appoint the Selectmen as
agents to administer the Fund. Article carries.
Art. 25b: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$15,000.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund for revaluation of the
Town by the Appraisal Division of the Department of Revenue
Administration. Article carries.
-41-
^rt. 26: To see if the Town will vote to go on record in support of immediate
5ctions by the Federal Government to control and reduce acid rain which is
harmful to the environment and economy of Stoddard, N.H., and to the
health and welfare of the people of Stoddard, N.H. These actions shall
include: 1. Reduce by at least half the major cause of acid rain, sulfur dioxide
emissions, by the year 1990.
2. Conclude negotiations with the government of Canada that will
commit both nations to this same goal.
BY PETITION
Article carries.
Art. 27: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to rent or lease the
Old Fire Station building. Article carries.
Art. 28: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to purchase suitable
land for a cemetery and to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,500.00 for this
purpose. An Amendment to read: To authorize the Selectmen to purchase
suitable land for a cemetery, to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,500.00 for
the purpose of acquiring suitable land for a cemetery, preparing the site, and
any balance unexpended to be used for the care of all cemetaries in the Town.
Article 28 carries as amended.
Art. 29: To see if the Town will adopt the provisions of RSA 72:43-F for the
adjusted elderly exemptions for qualified taxpayers. BY PETITION Article
carries.
Art. 30: To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
Objections to Valuations & Taxes of Resident & Non-Residents not printed
in this years Town Report. Rick Bouchard reads RSA they must be made
available to the townspeople. Charles Eaton, Selectman, promises that they
will be published in next years Town Report.
Meeting adjourned at 10:05 PM
All newly elected & re-elected persons, both School & Town offices, were




This is a true copy from the minutes of the Town Meeting, Town of Stoddard,
March 15, 1983.
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
Stoddard Town Hali - November 15th, 1983
To see what action the Town will take on a zoning ordinance submitted by the
Planning Board. Vote will be by written ballot.
Question: "Are you in favor of the adoption of the zoning ordinance as





STODDARD FIRE AND RESCUE DEPARTlVfENT
This year, the Fire & Rescue Department answered a total of 42 calls,
broken down as follows: 4 Structure Fires; 9 Chimney Fires; 5 Brush Fires; 4
Mutual Aid Calls; 5 Auto Accidents; 15 Rescue Calls. The total number of
calls is slightly less than the average of past years, but bear in mind, the four
structure fires were all very severe, three of which we can proudly say were
saved structurally. Route 9 showed us some terrible auto accidents last year,
and Stoddard Fire & Rescue personnel did an excellent job, with the help of
both Marlow Ambulance and Keene Ambulance personnel.
Again, the Fire & Rescue Department sponsored a Fire Prevention
program for the children at the Stoddard Elementary School. This was done
during Fire Prevention Week in October.
Three years ago, the Rescue Department grew to a point where it was
necessary to purchase a vehicle to house and transport all the equipment that
was aquired through past years. At that time, we purchased a 1 972 Ford van,
for which we paid $300.00. Members of the Fire & Rescue Department did
the body work that was necessary, along with all mechanical work needed to
prepare the van for the road. Money was raised to buy the paint, and Land
Contractors donated their time and skill to do the painting. The van ha?
served us pretty well for the last three years, but now the engine and
transmission both need replacement, and it needs extensive work to prepare it
to pass state inspection. For this reason, we hope the people of the town will
vote to allow the Fire & Rescue Department to spend the money from our
Capital Reserve Fund for the purchase of another vehicle. At this time,
committees are gathering prices on both new and used vehicles that would suit
our needs. This information will be available at Town Meeting.
We wish to thank all those who donated to the department this year, and we
hope to see everyone this summer at our annual chicken barbeque and the
ham and bean suppers. And don't forget, the Department still cleans
chimneys, pumps, wells and cellars free of charge to all townspeople. For any








REPORT OF ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICERS
We wish to take this opportunity to thank all of you for being so
cooperative concerning Animal Control. Though we acted on 57 calls (not
including the numerous complaints handled by phone and those reported to
us after the fact), a number far in excess of past years, \we feel the increase is'
due to the fact that residents in Stoddard are more conscientious about
reporting stray or local dogs running at large. A large percentage of our calls
were from residents reporting their own dog to be missing and concern that
the animal might be creating a problem for someone else.
Unfortunately, this year we handled four cases involving the tormenting,
mutilation and death of helpless, pen-confined animals. The dogs involved
were all friendly and otherwise ideal household pets. It just seems that when
more than one dog get together to run, their ultimate goal is to get into
trouble. We ask that for its own safety, everyone make that special effort to
keep your dog in its own yard.
On the matter of animal neglect and abuse. We saw too many cases this
year. The sad part is that we just happened to stumble on a few and the
majority were reported by people who got angry with the offenders about
matters not even concerning the animals involved. There were a few who are
really concerned and did keep us informed routinely. An animal feels cold,
thirst, hunger and pain just as a child would. It hurts to think of the animals
we have had to see suffering, usually silently and patiently. What hurts worse
is to think of the pain that we will never see because people are afraid to report
such things because of fear of reprisal or reproach. Please, if this is your
concern, just call the Humane Society at 352-9011. Your call can be
anonymous. They will then contact us and not even we will know who
reported the incident. We urge you to consider this when you look at your
own well-cared for animals.
Thank you.
Respectfully,
Cynthia Bingham & Joan Zelasny
Animal Control Officers
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REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
TOWN OF STODDARD
Members of the Planning board in 1983 were Charles Fosberry, Chairman,
Jane Abert, Laura Fletcher, Lucy Hill, Earle Lund, Frances Rumrill, and
Harry Power, Selectman Representative.
The Planning Board met formally 19 times, granting two subdivision
requests, denying two requests, and consulting with three other individuals
who did not proceed with formal subdivision requests.
Members of the Board attended a series of four lectures regarding legal
aspects of changes in the State of N.H. land use regulations becoming
effective January 1, 1984.
The Board presented a unaminous statement with regard to the Valley
Road situation to the Board of Joint Commissioners reviewing that problem.
The position of the Planning Board was that laying out Valley Road as a
public road at this time would lead to scattered and premature growth and
unusual tax burdens for the Town.
Of great significance and disappointment to the Board was the effort in
1983 to present an acceptable zoning ordinance for consideration and
adoption by voters of Stoddard. Such proposals were rejected twice in 1983.
It is the opinion of the Board that Stoddard should adopt a zoning ordinance
in the near future to avoid scattered growth creating excessive increases in
taxes and to protect the quality of the lakes in the town. Such an ordinance
should not be restrictive to landowners, or affect current dwellings, but
should be a tool to control growth avoiding large increases in town expenses
and taxes. With no form of zoning ordinance, any type of construction might
occur with no town control or input (trailer parks, industrial or commercial
development, etc.). Lack of a zoning ordinance may one day result in serious
negative consequences for Stoddard.
There appears to be a problem of communication with voters in Stoddard.
Despite efforts of the Board and of the Selectmen to publicize them, public
hearings to present proposed zoning ordinances and to invite public
participation were poorly attended (Jan. 18, 18 people; July 20, 17 people;
Sept. 29, 17 people). The Board frankly does not know how to promote
greater public participation. Suggestions will be welcomed.
Efforts in 1984 will be redirected to completion of a suitable Master Plan. I






As I started to write this year's police report, I started reflecting on the past
year. As I progressed, 1 realized that instead, we should be looking to the
future. To that end, the best summary would be to say that we need help!
During 1983, traffic accidents stayed level, while burglary, vandalism, and
juvenile offenses all increased. Alcohol and drugs have reared their ugly
heads.
Recent figures indicate that the overwhelming majority of crime is alcohol
and drug related, and the "if only" syndrome:
"If only I hadn't needed drugs, 1 wouldn't have done that burglary".
"If only I hadn't been drunk, I wouldn't have thrown the rock through the
window".
"If only I hadn't had that one last drink, I wouldn't have killed those people
with my car".
To combat these problems, we need help in many areas.
BURGLARY & TRAFFIC - We need help in attaining a budget capable of
allowing a semi-regular patrol. This will allow your police Department to
keep a handle on traffic problems and to discourage and more readily detect
burglary. Until we can do this, we can only continue to give cursory service to
problems that have already occurred. Somewhat akin to closing the barn
door after the horses have gotten out.
JUVENILE - Long gone are the days of families with 5, 6 or 8 children
which allowed playmates and games all inclusive under one roof. Children
now have expanded their territories, and are more sophisticated at 10 or 12
years old as many of us were at 16 or 18. We need the cooperation of parents
in keeping a better handle on their children's whereabouts and the hours they
keep. We also need the help of the town in looking to the future by providing
a community center, such as the old firehouse, for kids to congregate and play
or a ball field and basketball court. We can invest in our children this way and
provide constructive services, or we can pay a more costly price through
increased juvenile crime, and increased insurance rates.
TRAINING - Although all of your officers have been certified, that is
reaching only the minimum requirements. As of April, 1984, the training
program that the present police officers went through, will more than double
in hours and in scope. It has been shown nationally that the more training a
police department obtains, the more cost effective it becomes, and the threat
of civil liability decreases. We need the town's help in attaining additional
funds for continued in-service training. This will help the police officer better
and more quickly do his job and lessen the risk of the town encountering
million dollar law suits.
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As of 1984, we have started participating in a County Police Association
that meets once a month. The purpose of this is to provide a cross flow of
information between all the local departments, as well as county sheriffs and
state police. This has already shown to be helpful in identifying similarities in
crime, and creating a group effort in solving them.
Over the past five years, Stoddard has gone through many changes. Five
years ago, the police department handled just over a hundred calls per year.
As of January 31, 1984, we have handled 108 calls in just one month.
We expect that during the next five years, we will experience many more
changes, and an ever-increasing quantity and complexity of calls. To meet
this challenge, we will need your help much more. During past years, we have
been gratified by the support and extra eyes and ears of the townsfolk. We
have also been aware of those who either did not want to get involved or did
not want their voice recognized on the phone. To increase the help we need
from the towns people, we ask that if you are aware of crime or suspicious
activity, PLEASE CALL MUTUAL AID @ 352-1 100. You do not need to
give your name. Just identify the general nature of the problem and location.
This will insure your total anonimity.
To provide better and quicker service to you, we have obtained the
assistance of Chief Charles Woods to cover the Washington end of Stoddard,
and Chief Michael Blaudschun to cover the Granite Lake end of town. Both
of these officers are trained professionals, and familiar with the people and
problems in the area.
As always, we are available to meet with you at any time to discuss
problems you may be having in your area or with your children. We are also
willing to meet with children in town in complete confidentiality to discuss
their individual problems. We hope parents will not object and that they will
make their children aware of this service. It is sometimes easier for children to
discuss problems with an independent party, particularly if they know the
discussion will be held in strict confidence.
1983 was a tough year. We hope 1984 will be better. We thank you for your














To the inhabitants of the School District of Stoddard quahfied to vote in
District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Stoddard Town Hall in said District
on the first day of March, 1984 at seven thirty o'clock in the evening to act
upon the following subjects:
1. To choose by non-partisan ballot the following School District officials:
A. Moderator for the ensuing year
B. Clerk for the ensuing year
C. Treasurer for the ensuing year
D. One School Board Member for the ensuing 3 years
E. Auditor for the ensuing year
2. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and fix
compensation for any other officers or agents of the District, or to take any
other action in relation thereto.
3. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors and Committes or Officers chosen
and pass any vote relating thereto.
4. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate for
the support of schools, and for the payment of salaries of School District
Officials and agents and for the payment of statutory oblications of the
District or to take any other action in relation thereto.
5. To see if the District will vote to establish a School Lunch Program as
legislated under RSA 189:11a and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,000.00 to defray the cost of implementing, equipping and operating the
program for the 1984/85 school year, or to take any other action in relation
thereto.
6. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to apply for,
accept and expend, without further action of the School District meeting,
money from any source which becomes available during the fiscal year upon
the following conditions:
A. The money must be used for the legal purposes for which the
School District can appropriate money.
B. The School Board must hold a public hearing on the action
to be taken.
C. It shall not require the expenditure of additional School
District funds.
This action is taken pursuant to the authority of RSA 198:20b, or take any
other action in relation thereto.
7. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands at said Stoddard this 2nd day of February 1984.
Philip Hamilton x true Copy of Warrant: Attest: f'^'^'P Hamilton
Suzanne Bernier Suzanne Bernier
Gordon Garnett Gordon Garnett
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TOWN OF STODDARD































































Net Amt to be raised by Taxation
209.




















































































































































This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank
statements and other financial records of the treasurer of the school district of
Stoddard of which the above is a true summary for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1983, and find them correct in all respects.
Mary L. Cfl//, Auditor
STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT
School Board's Certificate
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken
from official records and is complete and correct in the best of my knowledge
and belief. The accounts are kept in accordance with Section 24 of Chapter 71
of the revised Statutes Annotated, and upon forms prescribed by the State
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REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1982 to June 30, 1983
Cash on Hand July 1, 1982
Received from Selectmen
Current Appropriation
Balance of Previous Appropriations
Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from all Other Sources
Total Receipts
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year
Less School Board Orders Paid
























During the past year there have been many positive developments in our
school.
— The Third Annual "Promising Educational Practices Award Program"
of Unit 24 selected a Stoddard program as one of the thirty-nine competitively
determined award recipients.
The PEP Awards booklet distributed to all staff on Unit 24 describes the
innovative program as follows:
A NEW LOOK AT NEW HAMPSHIRE
When Chief Justice Douglas reminded teachers it was
the 200th Anniversary of the New Hampshire
Constitution we decided to celebrate this in Stoddard.
The 4th, 5th, and 6th grade students went to the Town
Library on Friday afternoons for 12 weeks. They
discussed and interpreted the Constitution as to its
relevance in their lives. Senator Wiggin and
Councilman Spaulding were guest speakers.
Refreshments were served and parents invited.
Volunteer mother, Vicki' Marshall, assisted with the
program.
This is the third PEP Award received by our teacher Barbara Cutting and
we commend her for her efforts to bring excellent educational programs to
Stoddard's students.
— Federal Block grant monies have been used to purchase a number of
instructional programs for students. A grant of $700. has made $4,500. worth
of materials available to our students.
— The Superintendentof Schools, School Board, teacher and aides worked
together to introduce an appropriate homework policy and to place a
renewed emphasis on the development of writing skills.
— Our teacher has attended training sessions to expand her skills in the
teaching of computer literacy.
— She has also conducted an outstanding unit on proper nutrition.
— Instruction in the basic subject areas continues to be a strong aspect of
our program.
— Reports from the Keene school system indicates that Stoddard students
are generally progressing well in school.
Ralph Minichiello has left the position of Assistant Superintendent to take
the position of Principal of Hillsoro-Deering Middle School. Ralph was an
excellent worker in behalf of the students of Stoddard and is to be
commended for his work in behalf of the District.
All efforts have been made to restrict the 1984-85 budget as much as
possible, while still providing a quality educational program. However, the
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increase in the number of students attending Keene High School, the increase
in tuition costs to Keene and increasing special education costs have
combined with some significant impact on the proposed budget. These
increases are basically unavoidable.
The continued support of the citizens of Stoddard for the education of the
town's children has been the most important reason for the success of our






The Stoddard PTA meets on the first Wednesday of the month at 7:30 P.M.
at the School. Officers for the current year include Debbie Colman,
President, and Barbara Cutting, Secretary-Treasurer.
This year our entire membership is taking turns being Vice-President.
Here's how it works: Each month, two members take charge of the activities
for the month. They organize hot dog days, provide refreshments for our
meetings and oversee all fundraising activities. So far the plan is working very
well and I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone for a super
job!
Our activities for this year have included a "Fun Day" over February
vacation for the kids, a Pot Luck Supper honoring Joan Read in April and the
annual School Picnic in June. We held a bake sale at Town Meeting, and
provided refreshments for 4-H Achievement Night and prizes for Prize
Speaking in June. We jumped back in September with a Get-Together
Supper, a Halloween Party for the kids in October, a very successful "Harvest
Basket" raffle and a memorable Silent Auction in November, and our most
special activity of the year, Santa's annual visit to the School Christmas
program.
In November Debbie Colman and Vicki Marshall attended the PTA State
Convention in Keene, and returned with two awards. We received an
"Honorable Mention" for adherence to state guidelines for operation, and a
certificate for a membership increase of 99%! Again, many thanks to all the
members of the organization for a great job!
We've taken on an ambitious project for this year. We hope to be able to
purchase a printer for the School's computer. We've made a great start, but
this is a rather large financial undertaking. So expect to see us cooking and
baking, stuffing hot dogs into buns, raffling and generally fundraising during







It has been a relatively quiet school year to date. Enrollments have
increased at the elementary and junior/senior high school levels.
We wish to welcome our new teacher's aid. Miss Beth Kemp. In addition to
her regularly assigned classroom duties, Beth also works with our special
needs students.
The transportation needs of the Stoddard School District have been
supplied by Cheshire Transportation this year. A change in the school hours
for the elementary school was necessary, but seems to be working out
satisfactorily.
The board found it necessary to adopt a school bus policy for discipline
problems. The bus rules and regulations set up in the past were not being
followed by some of the riders. Although we became very unpopular with
some of the riders for a while, the situation now seems to be under control.
The board hired a local painter to repaint the school's multipurpose room,
and the two bathrooms. The outside of the school will have to be repainted
soon. We have budgeted for the painting in this years budget - based on an
estimate.
The Stoddard board adopted a policy for the school district regarding
homework. As stated in the policy, the purpose of this homework is to help
students become self-directing, independent learners. The homework
assignments shall support clearly defined school and classroom objectives
and shall be used to reinforce or enhance school experiences.
School board meetings are held the first Thursday of each month at the
James M. Faulkner Elementary School, at 7:30 p.m. The public is invited to
attend, and any individual wishing to appear before the board may contact
the board chairman and be placed on the agenda.
It has been a pleasure working with board member Gordon Garnett.
Because of business commitments, Gordy chose not to run for another term.







The educational program stresses Math, Metrics, Health, Social Studies,
Science, Physical Education, Music and Art. Our Language Arts program
has the following components: Reading Comprehension, Grammar,
Structural Skills, Meaning, Creative Writing and Reading for enjoyment.
The manner in which the students are taught is varied. Some subjects are
taught in small, on grade level groups, while others are done individually and
independently. Occasionally, we work in large mixed grade level groups.
Some of the people who have contributed to the success of the school this
past year are: Paraprofessional Aids: Ann Fitz, Robin Durham, and Beth
Kemp; Music Teacher: Karen Desrosiers; Nurse: Gail Johnson; Volunteer
Physical Education Teacher: Mary Conklin; Volunteer Art Teacher: Beverly
Power; Custodians: Annette Read, Leslie Peateand Ann Lord; Bus Drivers:
Joan Read, Judy Hayes, Diane Halter and Betty Weaver. Many thanks goes
to the P.T.A. for helping with and funding some of our special programs.
We have continued with the traditional programs of the past. In the spring.
Prize Speaking and Memorial Day Services were held. We had our "End of
the Year Picnic" at Granite Lake in June. Since school has started we have
had our Annual Halloween Costume Parade and Christmas Program. In
June of 1983 our special field trip was to the Aquarium and the U.S.S.
Constitution. Everyone enjoyed this, including the many parents who
chaperoned.
In cooperation with the Guidance Department at Keene Junior High
School, several programs were planned for the sixth graders. These included
a slide presentation, a question and answer period, a visit to Junior High
School, and a special meeting to acquaint parents with the Junior High
School.
With the help of Dr. Linda Morley, Professor of Folklore at New England
College, we were able to obtain a $400.00 matching grant from the New
Hampshire Commission on the Arts. This is part of the "Artist in the School"
program. The children enjoyed the many artists and folk specialists who
visited us.
Margaret MacArthur, a folk singer from Vermont, came in June and we
wrote a song about our trip to Boston. Cal, a young man from Australia,
taught us how to make string figures. We also enjoyed story teller, Cora Bard,
and musician Dudley Laufman. In May we traveled to Marlborough for a
joint assembly with them.
Several special programs were enjoyed in 1983. Back by popular demand
was our 2nd annual overnight. Because of the cold weather it was held inside.
It's surprising what good cooks the children can be at breakfast time. Slide
presentations were given by I.T.F.E. students from Cheshire County
Extension Service. In October the Extension Service brought two very
special visitors to school, a mother cow and calf. This was part of their "COW
TO SCHOOL PROGRAM". We participated in the Classroom Flouride
Mouth Rinse Program along with brushing and flossing sponsored by the
Bureau of Dental Health. In November the entire school worked on a unit
about "NUTRITION". The pickle tasting party brought some lively
comments by all.
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Last spring, the older students did a twelve week unit on "A NEW LOOK
AT NEW HAMPSHlRE"with volunteer mother, Vicki Marshall. They met
at the town library and discussed the New Hampshire Constitution and it's
relevance to their lives. Senator Wiggin and Councilman Spaulding were
guest speakers. Refreshments were served and parents invited. This unit was
done in conjunction with the 200th anniversary of the New Hampshire
Constitution.
In June, grades 4, 5, and 6 went to Concord. We studied "Flood Plain
Ecology" at the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests, and in
the afternoon we learned about "Slices of Domestic Life, 1780- 1880" at the
New Hampshire Historical Society. As in the past, the students enjoyed
working with the specialists from the Harris Center. Intern, Tia Glagoleu did
a special unit on birds. This fall Mike Zettek and Lori Kinsey have done
several projects with the students. One of the most popular was a month long
study on hawks culminating with a "Hawk Watching" trip to Pitcher
Mountain.
Again, a special thanks goes to the Stoddard Fire and Rescue Department.
Several members gave up a day of work to visit us during Fire Prevention
Week. First, they surprised us with a fire drill, then they spent the entire
morning working with the children. We saw slides and had an abundance of
fire related activities. Joe Sarcione passed out packets to everyone. As a
result we are all more aware of fire safety. Thank you.
It has been a good year at the James M. Faulkner Elementary School. As
most of you know, Ann Fitz left after working here for five years. I would like
to thank the parents, P.T. A. and townspeople for their continued interest and
support. We are proud of our school and the education that goes on there.




Good health is essential to everyone and it is important that our students
are prepared for a healthy, as well as productive life.
Primary is the physical assessment of each student. Screening tests include:
height, weight, measurements, vision and hearing tests and scholiosis
screening. An individual cummulative health history is recorded.
The curriculum provides supplemental classroom education in the areas of
environmental health, personal health and mental-social health by offering
programs specifically focused on personal hygiene, nutrition, disease









































Anderson, William J. & Margaret





Antonelli, John A. & Jean T.
Lot & Cott. 12298
AntonopoTolus, James S. & Athena
Lot & Cott. 8379

















Ahntholz, Ross C. & Margaret F.
100 'HL& Cott. 17877
Aiesi, David M. & Paula M.
Lot & Cott. 15937
Albert, Edward C. & Barbara
Lot & Cott. 10809


























Arel, Alfred A. 4 Doris A.








285 'GL 7125 $ 61+625 $ 1,262.12
Arria, Carmello & Gio'/anna M.
Land 2560 50.00
Arsenault, Carol I. „^ „,
25 'GL, 15 'ROW Hme 1+0391 788.81+
Ashman, Craaford A. & Mary C.
Lot 2500
Lot 2500












70'HL&Cott 15697 2)+697 1+82.33










































250 'HL &A Frame 23176
























































































Barlow, Paul G. & EveljTi M.
Land & Cott. 7)+ 'IP 12ll78 21+3-70




Bartlett, Lafayette & Bell, Linda P.
Land " 33382
iSi'Row 925 3^+307 670.02
Bates, James L
Land 256O 50.00
Bamngratz, Richard ¥. & Mary Ann
Land & Bldgs IOI869
Lot 2530
Lot 2500 26S99 525. 3*+
Bayer, Leis R. & Carol J.
Land & Bldgs 125 'HL 202'+7 395. '^2
Beachy , Joseph A. Theresa P.
Land & Bldg 39718 775-69





Land & Cott. 7825
Land 25I8 IO3I+3 202.00
Beck, Henry W. & Elisabeth T.
Land & Chalet I5II2












Bodell, Dr. Benson & Ruth







Bonetti, Joseph H. & Robert J.
Land 2500
Borland, Joseph P. & Gae
100 'HL 5000
150 'HL 7500 12500











Bouley, Leo A. & Violette M.
Backlot 2500
Bourn, Reginald L. & Frances R.























200 'Land & Cott.
22093
Lot 2500 2^+593
Boyea, E.J. & M.E.
Land & Bldgs. 16197
Boynton, Ray S., Jr. & Marjorie H,
Land & Cott. Ikkh7
Brackett, Richard A., Jr.
Lot 2626
Lot 2560 5186
Bragg, Lester & Elizabeth
Land & Cott. 9199








Brooks, Alton J. & Donna E.
Land & shed 9750




Land & Cott. I5298
Brown, Fred M. Heirs
8' GL 800
Brown, Jean E.
Land & Cott. 353't6
Brown, Richard C. & Martha L.
Land & Cott. 17697
Lot 2500 20197





























































Bugbee, Leon & Mastrianne,Domonic
Land & Bldg. 21796








Burgess, Arthur S. & Irene M.
Backlot 1320































Lot 2500 15000 292.95
Cohen, Herbert & Phyllis G.
lOO'HL & Gott. ' 13833 270.16
Golclo-aghj Rajnnond H. & Harriet B.
BO'IPftCot. 17532
Backlot 2500 20032
Cole, Calvin C, Sr. & Gladys V.
Lot & Gott. 8257
Collette, Edward A. ft Blanche 0,
Backlot 1320
Collier, Frank & Rita
Land & Gott. II5OO
Golman, F. Craig 4 Deborah D.













1500 'HL J- Cottgs.
Conklin, Mary W.








Gook, John W. ft Vera M
275 MP & Gott.
Cooke, Muriel K.
117 'IP ft Gott.
Corbin, David
Land







Land ft Bldgs. 206l5
Lot 2500 23195
Costanzo, Lavina S. etals
155' IP 6200
21'IPftCott. 18812 25012
Costallo, John 0. ft Genevieve
75 'IP ftChalet 11+1+77
Cowie, Mar.iorie R.
Land ft Bldgs. I6866




Creamer, Howard B. ft Virginia A.
Land 2500
Cressy, John £. ft Nancy J.
Home place 7I+67
Crider, James L., Jr. ft Eleanor F
Land 1+700

















































DeAgnelis, Edson R. & Karen H.
100 'GM Home I+255O
Deely, Margaret
Land & Cott. I2058
DeGri.iccio, Nicholas P. & Sarah E
Land 6OO
Delano, Norman §t Hazel
Land & Cott. 16497
Delong, Albert J. & Frances A.




De.Matteo, Stephen P., Jr
lOO'HL&Cott. 20956
Lot 2500
DeMatteo, Stephen P., Sr




































Des.jardins, Peter H. & Carol
Lot 2500 1+8.83
Desrosiers, David & Ferchack, Donald Sr.&Jr.
Lot 2500 1+8.83
Deveau, Albert R. & Doris I.
Lot 1320 25.78



















































Dora, Alfred M. ft Doris A.
Land & Cott. 13059


















Dubeau, Harold G. ft Roberta















P. ft Wozniak, Susanne
18992 370.91








Duffy, Jeffrey ft Debbie
Trailer I86I
Duffy, Jon W. & Diane C.
Land & Heme 9590
Duffy, Joseph E. ft Gertrude H.
Land ft Store 22341
Dijffy, Leo H. & Thomas C.
Land ft Trlr. 6979








Durand, Edward D. ft Doi-is A.
Land & Bldgs. IOO58


























2S0'GL,Cott & Rldgs. ^739^+
Ragon, Joseph T. & Margaret M.
25 'GL & Cott. 21353





250 'HL Home &
Bldgs. 37873
Land WSH 63O 85538
Eaton, Michael R.




Edson, P;iilip L. 4 Lowise M.
L01: 81
Lot 2500





















forsman, Carl T., Sr.
150 'HL .i Bldgsl0506
Lot 2500
Lot 2500 15506 302.33
Forste.r, Walter
Backiot 2512 1+9.06
Forster, Walter G. Frances, Walter T.
Backiot 252U 1+9
,
Forsjrth, ¥m. G. C. 4 Joan
100 'IP &. Cott. 15037 313.
Fosberrv, Charles F. & Leigh D.
Land Sc Home 22095 '+31-
Foskitt, Alan 0., Paul J. & Peter L.
Lot & Cott. 11913 282,
Fox, Robert S. & Patricia A.
Lot 2500 kQ.
Frazier, Hoviard S. & Lenore C.
Lot &Cott l8'+56
100 'HL 5000 23^+56 i+58.10
Frazier, P.oland J. & Suzie K.
50 'HL 2500
65'HLckHme 172i+7 197^+7 335
Frechette, Prisoilla K.
320 'GL & Bldgs 58673 l,l't5
Frost, Chester E.
Lot 2500
Lot 2500 5003 97
Fuller, Barry & Joyce
Land & Cott. II698 223.1+6
F-'j.ller, Wayne & Carrie
Land & Home I8186 355.17






Gannon, Josephine §1 Arlene
Ld & Cott. 21296
Gagnon, Leo S: Viola
Ld Sc Bldgs. 9661
Gagnon, Paul M. & Doris Y.
Ld & Cott. 18334
Galey Anne K.
Land 703O
Gallant , And rew
120 'HL i Bldgs.
11+751
Lot 2500 17251
Galloway, Jeanne M. A.
1+2 'H'. 2160
Ganley, Donald J. & Donna M.
Land 3OOO




Garnett, Robert L. & Samuel 0.
Land I320
Garnett, Gordon & Zelasny, Joan




Gaskill, Richard H. & Karen M.

































ROW 35 'HL 1750 23787
Gebnardt, Richard L. & Marion H.
Baeklot 25OO
Gebhardt, Walter & Florence
100'HLS;Cot. 21796
part lot 1250 2301+6
Geddes, Paul
Ld & eidgs. '+981
Gendron, Janet Est.
Ld. & Bldgs. I7S96
Gerber, Dennis & Anne M.
Lot 2668
Getchell, Ri:;hard i . & 'larion A.
Lot 2536
Getty, Earle E. & Vivian L.
136 'HL S Bldgs 21267
Getty, Irene
Ld. & Cott. 13697
Giarnella, Ralph A. ^ Sandra C.
125 'HL & Bldgs 32219




Gibson, Herbert G. & Hazel C.





Gilchrist, Philip W. , Jr.
Land 2500
Gillespie, William B. & .Mary H.
Lot 1320
Girouard, Lawrence A., Jr. .sc Claire A
100 'HL a Cott. 11158
Gladu, Philip






Glazier, Dimock B. Jr.
Lot 2500
Glebus, Josepn J. & Mary Ij.
50 'GL & :ott. 23796
Glowney, Lawrence R. & Laurie
Lot 2710
Goodale, Robert C. & Sally A.
115 'IP Sc Cott. 11+957
Goodspeed, Balcom M. & Ethel M.
Ld&Bldg 10058
lOO'CP&Cott 6799 16857











































Gore, Frank E. & 3arbara C.
Land 3X0
L3.5'iIL HOW 1850




lltl'KT, ,i Cott. 1S81+0 309.3')
Go lid, Thomas G. 4 Bett;- J.
:d & Rldgs 1673c
Lot 2500 19230 375.95
Go.\let, Lsopold 'c Pauline;
100 'HL i OoLt. 12833 250.73
Graoars, Henry J. 4 Irmina
Lot 2500
Lot 2500
Lot 2500 7500 IhG.kl
Grabenstein, Frank "i Mary
100' IP Si Cott. 12953 253.07
Grandpre, ^jonia E. .4 Virginia R.
Ld & Bldgs.3651+2




GL Island 9900 193.35
Grant, Lyle D. & Julia ^
.
Ld & Cott. 12500 2'+f+.12
Gravel, Leo S.
Ld S: Cott. 3373 163.62
Graves, Oonald E. Sc Janet L.
55 'GL & Cott. 15237 29B.56
Green, Donald C. & Jean R.
100 '.IL 5000
itS'HLJi 31dg3l5097
Lot 2500 22597 ^1^1.32
Green, Samiiel
Home, Ld, St'idio c 131dgs
$ 57787 $ 1,.123. 58
Gregory, George L. & Elizabeth
500"' ?C& Cot. 23288
150 'PC 3750 27038 523.05
Gribble, Lawrence V. & Norita R.
Backlot 2500 48.33
Griesback, Edgar H. & J'j.dith A.
Ld & Cott. 9'+98
Lot 2512 12010 23it.55
Grieze, Jurgelevicius, Algiraantos, §: Emma
Land 31^+0
lOO'HLScCott. 25155 28295 552.60
Griffon, Robert & Elizabeth
50 'HL & Cott. 10893 212.81+




10 'GL ROV 1000 16000 312. '+3





BacxLot 2500 26137 510.1+5
jierin, Lillian T.
75 'GL ?:t Bldgs. 3157I+ 566. 61+
G'-iida, Alexander, S. TIT
Land 39OO 76 . 17
Gustafson, Clarence ''.
Backlot 100 'HL SOOO
Backlot 65 'HL 325O



























1150 'CP Ld CU 3620
Hautanen, Richard B. & Gloria L
Home SH I8I+56
Lot 2530 20986
Haven, R. Rand Jr. & Edna
Backlot & Cott. 10118
Havan & Haven
20 'HL Boh 1000
Land & Well 2506 3506
Hawes, Forrest & Dorothy
550 'HL i Int.A aidg. 221+28
Hayes, Joseph S. & Arlene C.










Hebert, £. J. & J. E.
35 'OL & Cott.
Heischober, Norman Sc Marilyn
125 'HL 7250
Lot ilOW 171+0
Henry, Earl & Angle
Ld & Cott.
Hersney, Wynne A.






























































Jeaa, Herbert W. St Eleanor R.
6.3 'HL ci Cott. 13227









Je;nninga, John 3. 4 Iferie C.
90 'HL Ik Cott. 137'tO
Jeruberg, Ralph I. & Joyce 0.
275'HL.Coi^t
&31dgs 263'+7
100 'HL 5000 313'+7
Jerome, '.liohard W. , Jr.
100 ' IP , Cott .&3:ied 17997





Johnson, John P., etals
Lot 1320
Lot 1320





Johnson, L-;. tdark R. <i Patricia A.
Land 933
Johnson, Patricia A.
Ld. & Cott. 17055
Johnson, Peder & Margaret
Home & Ld 48369
Johnston, Richard W. 'i Dorothy E.
SO'BrkGL & Cott. 20975
Jones, Geoffrey T. 4 Barbara T.
250 'HL Isl & Cott. 20108
Jones, Leon '? . & Jan M.
733' HL ?ennM Cainp 1+2732
Jonss, Lillian F.
Lot 2560










































Kacska, Snil S., Jr. 4 JoAnn C.
200'HL5:C.ialet 17553




50 'HL 2500 15338 299.55











Katz, Bernard & Ruth
Lot . 1250
190 'HL 9500







Kauf,Tian, Robert Y. & Lucille W.
Backlot 2500
Baoklot 2500 5000
Kansel, Theodore C. & Ethsl V.
Lot 1320
Lot 1320 26I+O
Kavalanskas, Vitold J. S: Emma M.
GarageSiLot 1+250
200 'HL Cott.
& Shed 3OO6I+ 3I+3II+
Kavjian, Andrew & I-lary
Backlot 2500
Keller, Kuiid E. & Marie V.
Land 276O
Kelly, Francis J. Sc Marilyn J.
Ld &Cott. I707I+













House & Bldgs 5330l+ $ 6I6I8
Kernozicky, Konstantin
151'D3&Cott. 12253
Ketcham, Bnice & Dorothy
186'HIACott. ' 31+36'+
Ketonen, Wesley A. 5: Miriam
Ld & Cott. l6'+97
Kidess, Attallah A. & Helen B.
100 'HL <i Cott. 13678
Kiernan, John J. (i Christine C.
100 'HL Go;.ROW I56I+O
Kiessling, Edward P. & Elissa M.
30 'HL & Bldgs. 20705
Kiley. Roger E. & Mildred P.
Ld'& Cott. 7239
Kimball, Stanley A Myi-na
113'HL&Cott. 25245
King, Williai-i A. I'c Rosemar:'/ L.
Backlot 2366
Kingsbury, George T.
1+30 ' GL Coi;t.













































Kingsbury, R. Patnam 4
183 'g:: & Cott.
Xinsk/, Richard J. & Marjr J .
LdiCott. II1847
Part Int. L250
Part Int. 1250 173^7
Xiraly, Jaioes & tAarj Ellen
310 'HL 16211+
Baoklot '+33 16652











Klebanoff, Howard & Harris, David
Backlot Sc Cott. 29653




Klie, Henry A. & Hester C.
Ld & Bldg. 19296
Klocker, Carl E. & Gloria P.
Lot 251+8














Ld & Cott. 15657
Lot 2500 $ 18157 $ 35^.61
Knicely, Gerald E. & Barbara
58 'HL Home &
Bldgs. 56365
300 ' HL 2250
Hse &Barn 19750 73365 1,530.1+7
Kochis, Laura B.
Ld & Cott. 16237 317.11
Koeller, Floyd E. 4 Joan G.
Lot 2500
Lot 2500 5000 97.65
Koenig, Walter
23l+'HL & Trlr. 12500 2'+4.13
Kopreski, Michael &. l^rion
205 'HL .IcHome 321+19 633. l^f-
Koski, Edwin A. Millicant
Lot 2596
Lot 25I+8
Lot 2500 764I+ l.'+9.29
Krasinski, Bernard, Jr. 4 Inna
lOO'HL l3.4Cott. 15077 29I+.I+5
Kravarik, George 3.. 4 Dorothy R.
Home 4 Shed 15277 29S.36
Krutt, Ricnard L. & Susan R.
Lot 2500 '+3.83
Kuehl, John F. Jr.,& Beth E.
Lot 2590 50.58




Lot 2500 3251+0 635.51
Kupson, Edward &. Beverly
123 'IP 1+920 96.09
?!AME AND
jES[2Et£ra!jOi]-RESI])EI'lT VAL;iy\TIOKS AilP TjIaES F03 I983
\mK A!-!s
.^ffiSIDENT & NON-HESIDEHT VALUATIONS AM) TAXES FOR I983
NAME AND







Min3kler, Albert L. S: Sheila
275 'HL& 3ott. 29600
Miner, Barry L. 5: Melanie







Mixa, Stanley & Alexander
Ld & Cott. 11310
Moe, W. West & Ruth H.
lOD'IP & Oott. 15533



















RESIDENT & MOH-RESIDENT VALUATIONS AI\ID TAXES FOR I983
NAME AND VALIJ-




















Price, Trevor R. 4 Barbara D.
53.71
285 ' IP ll^tOO
RESIDEMT 4 MON-RESIDEK'T VALUATIONS AND TAXES FOR I983
NAME AMD











Serbent, Walter F. & Jane K.
Lot 2590
380 'HLScOot. 15897 l8i+87 361.05
Sgrgi, MichaelJ. & Elizabeth M.
50'HL & Cott. 10730 209.55
Setzer, Wilfried A. §c Carole E.
250'DB 150'Swamp,
& Cott. 10730 209.56
Severance, Alfred T. & Edwards, Orville
Lot 1320 25.78
Severance, M. Renwick et als
1000 'HL Isnand &
Shed 30286 591.1+8
Shank, Curtis C. & Theresa
Home &Ld CU 13^+23 262.15
Shattuck, Gilman 3. & Sieglinde
Land 2680 52. 3U
Shea, Fannie




1+05 'HL 4 Cott. 2331+7 '+55.97
Sherman, Lawrence B. & Ostberg, Kurt
67.9 'HL & Cott. I3I+O2 261. 7*+
Siegal, Jeff R. & Eileen B.
Cott. 2071+9 1+05.23
Silk, John ¥. , Jr. & Emma
Lot 2500 1+8,83
Silva, Joseph A. & Ditomasso, Stevan F.
1+5 'HL 2250 1+3. 91+
Silvia, Anthon;,-
Ld & A Frame I3809 269.69
Simar, Arth-.T & Priscilla B.
Ld & Cott. 11093 216.61+
Simonetti, Clifford P. et als
Ld &Bldgs 19296
Backlot 2500 21796 1+25.68
Sinclair, Alicia




Lot 2500 15302 298.85
Sirois, John & Lucia
100 'DB & Cott. 31+32 67.02





3/5 Int . Spr'aceland &
Lot Ownrs. 12610 55638 1, 086.41
Skotny, Frank & Sylvia
Lot ' $ 2500 $ 1+3.83
Slavik, Frank & EveljTi
Lot 2500 1+8.83
Small, Abraham & Alice
Lot 2500
Lot 2500
Lot 2500 7500 11+6.1+7
Small, James G. et als











Smith, Brian S. & Susan M.
Lot 2650 51.75
Smith, David L. & Frances C.
Lot 2500 1+8.33
Smith, Edward G. & Eleanor M.
50 'GL & Bldgs. 1+1950 819.28
Smith, Harold A. & Luanne J.
Ld. Mobile 4
Shed 21679
Lot 2500 21+179 1+72.22
Smith, Robert A.
Pe rm . Mobile , Gar
.
& Bldgs. 18273 856.37
Smith, Sandra R.
160'HLS-Cot. 21+796







Society For Protection of N.H. Forests





Knowlton 735 IO66O6 2, 082.02
Spadaro, Anthony & Annette
100 'HL & Bldgs 13507 263.79
Spakowski, George & Jane
10 'ROW GL & Bldgs. 13507 263.79
Spallone, John ¥. & Celeste G.
Lot 2560 50.00
Sparkes, William J. & Alice
Lot 2896 56.56
Spencer, Raymond M. , Jr.
Backlot Sc Cott. III+58 223.77
Spera, Nicholas J. & Elizabeth A.
Trlr.^Ld 3683
Lot 2666 631+9 124.00
Spooner, George & Geraldine
125 'HL 6250
Lot 2500 8750 170.89
Spnioeland Owner's Assoc, Inc.
Lot 2608
1+00' GL, Boathou.se, Tennis Ct.
BB Court 44000 46608 910.25
Staats, Albert J. 4 Lina
lOO'HIAA Frame 89I9 17^.19
St.Amand, Camille E. & Celia I.
Lot 2524 49.29
Starr, Chester & Rachel
21 'IP 840
Home 2531'+
Cott. 10898 37052 723.62
Steele, Leon & Carol J.
Backlot 2500 48.83
Stevens, George, Estate
15 'HL 750 II+.63
87













St. Lawrence, Thomas N. & Priscilla Y.
Lot 258I+
Lot ciShed 2873
















Tennis Ct. 10U32 1251+02 2,1+1+9-13
Stone, Frederick G. S: t'laude M.
lOO'HL&Cot 13678
Lot 2500 16178 315.96
Stone, Theodore J. & Karol E.
Lot 2540 U9.6I
Stoneleigh Land Corp.
507 'HL 70000 1,367.10
Stonoaa, Robert R. & Patricia
Lot 2513 '+9. 13
St. Pierre, Jean & Jeannette
Home 1+1560 811.66
Strong, Allie B.
5i+'HL <i Cott. 111+90 221+.1+0
Stuckey, Frank T.III & Linda S.
Home 10613
, ^-, ^^
Lot 2521+ 2311+2 1+51-90
Stuelke, James B. & Frances L.
191+ 'HL $ 9700 $ 189.1+1+
Sullivan, Harold & Antonia
129 'I? Cott. &
Shed 2201+1+
Lot 2500 21+51+1+ 1+79-35
Summers, Kenneth P. S; Patrie P.
Lot 2573




133 'HL Cot.&Shed I89II 369-33








S Tjala, Art.iur K. & Ruth H.
Lot 2500 1+8.33
S- syn, David A.
Land 2500 1+8.33
Szuiaski, Joseph T. & Fa:: L.
Land 300 5. 3 '4
Szv'irko, Daniel J. 'j. Marguerite
Lo-. 2500 1+3.33
Talbot, Philip W. .i: MoSorley, Patricia
167 ' I? Swamp
'j Cott. 9770
'.o-i 2500 12273 239.63
Tardiff, Harold J.,Sr. 3: Ada M.
Lot 25I+8
Lot 2566




Cott. 9218 11713 173.35
Taylor, Timothy H. & iugenia
"Lot 1320 25-78
Terrill, VThitman H., Jr. Sc :z;va S.
150'HL.iCot. 17357
Lot 2500 20357 397-57
Theriault, Irene B.
Cott. 12750
Lot 2500 15250 297.33
Theros, Arthur G. Sc Bessie G.
lOD'GLci Cott. 28796 562.1+0
Thibeault, Daniel G. & Joan B,
Lot 2590
Home 123L7 15'407
Thomas, Gertr-ade B. Estate
Home 28511+





House & Sned $ 71+1+8
Thorn, Walter G. & Vivian E.
100 'HL -tC
Home 1+3070
Lot 2500 '+'+570 370.1+5
Tidgewell, Robert F. & Ann D.
15'I?ciCot. 10957
Lot 2500
Lot 2500 15957 311-61+
Tiffany, Benjamin C. ;i Elizabeth E.
5j'HL & Cott. 6699 130.33





92.9'HL -+61+5 90931 1,775-33
Todd, Richard J.
Lot 2^'00 1+3.33
Tole, Elmer W. & Madeline
61 'GL li Gott. 15393 310.49




243'HL 1200 231+98 453.92
Toons, Russsll F. & Virginia .1.
Home 4 Bldgs. 1+6319 911+.37
Tosi, Beverly J. & Snirley I.
50 'HL ' 2500
50'HL;iCot. 12357
Bacxlot 2500
Backlot 2503 20357 397-57
Fowle, Jerry L. & Carlene F.
Land 275 1* 53-79
Tracy, M. ^hyliss
Home, Pool, Barn
Bldgs- 1+8369 91+1+ -65
-88-
PuESIDEMT & NON-RESIDENT VA.LUATIOHS & TAXES FOR I983
NAME AND
























Watson, Pilchard W. & Ann H.





Weaver, Wallace R.,Sr. & Patricia M.




Lot & Trlr. 6OOO
Lot 2500
Weekes, Elizabeth A., Jennifer & Julia
Land I5OO 29. 30








Weems, Gerald L. Sc Marjorie M.
Lot ' 2560
Wegiel, Henry W. & Mar-v' S.
350 'HL & Cott. ' 33736










GL Cott. & Shed 102^0


































RESIDEHT & KOtl-KESIDEfIT VALUATIOIIS AND TAXES FOR 1983
NAfffi AITO VALTJ- TOTAL NAME AND VALU- TOTAL
DESCRIPTION ATIOK TM DESCRIPTION ATION TAX




lOO'HL&Cot. 24595 297'+5 580.92
Kowalski, Robert J. & Julia B.
Lot 2602 50.32
LaFranchise, Edward J.
80'iP&Cott. $ 13669 $ 266.96
Lekberg, Jim M.. & Rebsooa H.
85 'HL & Cott. 16287 318.09
Ley, Reinhard S. & Olivia M.
65'GL Cott.&Gar. 21^+21 4l8.35
McCarthy, John
107 'DB & Cott. 10338 201.90
Parkinson, Jenifer
Hss,Barn 82906
Land 612 835I8 1,631.11
Pedro, Joseph E., Jr. & Amy





|-Ld 200 886 17.33
Proctor, William R.
Lot 37.53
Prunier, Paula & Kathleen P.
Baoklot 2500 1+8.33
RajTnond, Richard D. S; Carol J.
50 'HL StCott. 16167 315. 7'4
Rockwell, Earl & Barbara
Lot 2i|l+0 1+7.65
Roberts, Frsd L. & Margaret F.
Hme, Gar, Shed I8019 351.91
Stone, Richard L.
170'DB& Cott. 6200 121.09
Wells, David P. & Rath B.
100'HL!cCott. 13393 26167
92


